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Abstract-The
det~tabi~~ty ofamp~itud~ modulation and spat% frequency modulation ofsuprat~resh~~ld
sine-wave gratings was measured at retinal eccentricities ranging from 0 to 30 deg. The main conclusions
to be drawn from the experimental results are: (I) for this visual task it is not possible to bring peripherai
sensitivity to the same level as fovea1 sensitivity by scaling the stimuli with the inverse of the cortical
magnification factor M. (2) Increasing the number of cycles in the carrier grating improves modulation
detectability. For gratings in the periphery this holds up to the largest stimulus size used (6-l cyclrs). In
earlier investigations it has been shown that for central vision the improvement ends at about I6 cycles.
Eccentricity

Sine-wave grating

Number of cycles

INTRODUCTION

For a number of visual tasks peripheral vision seems
to be as good as central vision if the stimulus size is
scaled with a factor that varies with eccentricity such
that the number of stimulated ganglion cells and the
stimulated cortical area are almost the same at any
eccentricity. In a number of tasks essentially the same
visual performance (as measured in the form of e.g.
a threshold) is obtained at ail eccentricities, provided
the stimuli are scaled according to (the inverse off the
corticat ma~ni~cat~on factor M for each eccentricity.
In other words, visual processing seems to be essentially equal over the whole visual field when distance
is measured in mm across the cortex.
This view was first established for visual acuity:
acuity is dire&y proportional to ~tf (Cowey and
Rotls, 1974; Drasdo. 1977, Koenderink ef rrl., 1978a).
It has also been found ta hold for measurements of
spatial contrast sensitivity functions (Koenderink et
al., 1978a; Rovamo et al., X978; Virsu and Rovamo,
1979; Rovamo and Virsu, 1979), of colour discrimination (Noorlander, 198t), fetter ~denti~~ation (Anstis. f974), criticaf size for spatiai summation in
measuring contrast thresholds for round spots of
light (Wilson, 1970) [see Virsu and Rovamo (1979)
who plotted the data of Anstis and Wilson against
M] and displacement detection (Westheimer, 1979).
In addition, movement detection can be made largely
independent of eccentricity by stating of the stimulus
size (van de Grind et ai., 1983).
There are two exceptions (as far as we know) to the
“scaling-according-to-iM”
rule. Firstly, Westheimer
(1982) found that hyperacuity thresholds rise with
eccentricity faster than expected from the decrease of
M, whereas the “critical distance for hyperacuity”
rises more slowly than expected. Secondly Stephenson and Braddick (1982) found that discrimination
of the relative phase of two grating components is

poorer in the periphery than in the fovea. even when
the stimuli are scaled according to M.
In this paper we present data obtained for another
suprathresho~d contrast task: the detection of amplitude and spatial frequency modufation of sine-wave
gratings. It is found that in this case the scafing
principle breaks down.
We also present data showing how the thresholds
for the detection of amplitude- and frequencymodulation depend on the size of the stimulus in the
periphery. The thresholds decrease with increasing
stimufus size. This decrease continues up to the
largest stimulus size used (64 grating cycles). Jamar
and Kuenderink (1983) found that in fovea1 vision
the threshold decrease ends at about 16 cycles.

METHODS

The stimuli are generated on the screen of a
cathode-ray-tube (white P4 phosphor). For contrast
threshold measurements the stimulus is a sine-wave
grating; far modulation threshotd measurements it is
a suprathreshold
sine-wave grating, which is
amplitude-~odufated
(AM) or frequency-modulated
(FM). For an AM-grating the luminance as a function of position x is given by

‘sin [2?rf;.r]
1

(1)

& = mean
where:
luminance,
c = contrast,
M = modulation
depth (percent), f; = spatial frequency of the carrier, ,& = spatiat frequency of the
modulation and x = 0 represents the centre of the
stimulus.
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For an EM-grating

The apparatus and the stimuli have been described
before (Jamar et nl.. 1982).
The subject measures a threshold by varying the
amplitude of the contrast (or the moduiation~ up and
down in 0.05 Iog unit steps fmax 1 stepisec). The
threshold is estimated as the average of the last 8 of
13 turning points. All reported thresholds are averages of 4-6 of such estimates. Standard errors were
about 0.05 log unit for contrast thresholds and
0.05-0.10 log unit for modulation thresholds.
This procedure was chosen because we wanted to
study the effect of eccentricity under conditions of
continuous stimulus presentation. The continuous
presence of the stimulus on the screen comes closer
to the conditions in every-day vision than the short
presentations used in a forced-choice paradigm. The
temporaI mode of stimufus presentation needs some
comment. It is known that a stationary stimulus in
the periphery tends to fade (contrast tends to disappear) after prolonged viewing. In a pilot experiment
(see below) we examined this effect by using both
stationary and flickering gratings, Results obtained
with stationary gratings did not seem to have suffered
from fading effects. In Experiments I and 2 (see
befow) with suptathreshoid stationary gratings fading never seemed to occur. An adjustment procedure
like the one we used carries the disadvantage that the
experimenter has little controt over the criterion
adopted by the subject. The criterion for modu~atjon
detection may change in going from the fovea to the
periphery, because the task may become more
difIicuIt. Our subjects (the first two authors) were
fully familiarized with the tasks of contrast detection
and moduiation detection in both fovea and periphery before the data reported here were collected. The
subjects reported that the determination of a modulation threshold was not more difficult in the periphery than at the fovea, and that they used the same
criterion (the grating being ‘-irregular”) for modulation detection in both cases. We therefore believe
that our results are iargeely Free from ef%ects of
criterion shifts.
The stimuli had an average fuminance of 2.5 cd/m’
and a dark surround. No artificial pupil was used
(except for the foveai experiments the results of which
are shown in Fig. 3fb); in this case an artificial pupil
with 2.8 mm diameter was used). For fovea1 experiments the subjects fixated a small black dot in the
centre of the stimulus; for peripheral measurements
(nasal visual field) a green LED was used for fixation.
Two subjects participated in the experiments: L.K.
(emmetrop~c~ and J.J. ( - 0.75 D myopic).

The subjects viewed thr stlmuh and the fixation
mark monocularly with their right rye. in some ofthc
experiments at 17. 18 and 30 deg eccentricity I..X
viewed the fixation LED with his lefr eat. J.J. used ;i
corrective tens ( - 0.75 D) for eccentricities up to
l8deg (in this paper. unless otherwise stated, the
eccentricity of a stimulus \vill refer :I’ t&e position of
irs centrc).
In the modulation detection experiments the contrast of the ssimuii was set a constant factor above the
threshold contrast.
For L.K. this factor was d and fi?r
J.J,

8.

Before measuring AM- and &M-thresholds (Experiment i. see below) we performed a pilot expesiment to determine how the stimulus size had to be
scaled for eccentricity in order to make contrast
thresholds for different eccentricities iomparable. We
also ascertained the optim~im temporal condition for
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i. (a) Contrast -thresh&is for sine-wave
gr&ings
Rickering in counterphase with a tern&at
frequetify of
2 Hz. The detection criterion was either-pattern detection
(solid symbols) or flicker detection (open symbols). Subject
L.K. Circks: eccentricity @deg. stimulus she I x 1&g‘.
Triangles: ccc, f(dep, size 4 x 4deg’. Squares: etc. 21 dcg,
size 8 x 8 degl. (b) Contrast thresholds for stationary &atings for four eccentricities. Combinations of eccentricity
and stimulus size were-setected to yield ccmrrast threshold
curws that are .almost idtmtical except for shifts along Zhe
frequency axis. Circles: eccent&ity D-d&g; stimulus size
t x t deg2. Triwt&les: etc. 6 deg. size 4 x 4 deg?. Sqmw?c
etc. I8 deg, size 8 x 8deg?. Inverted triangles: etc. 3()d~&
Fig.

siae

16 x

16deg:.

Subject

LK.

the stimuli. The latter was required in order to
determine to what extent the Troxler-effect might
interfere with the scaling procedure. We first tried
stimulus sizes of I x 1.4 x 4 and 8 x S deg’ at eccentricities of 0, 6 and 21 deg. Fig. l(“a) shows some
results, The contrast sensitivity curves in Fig. l(a)
were measured with gratings flickering in counterphase with a temporal frequency of 2 Hz. Two
different detection criteria were used: pattern detection (solid symbols) and Bicker detection (open
symbols). The results show that the scaling between
0 and 6deg of eccentricity is correct: at both eccentricities we find almost the same contrast sensitivity
curves. The only difference is in their position on the
frequency axis: the curves for 6 deg are shifted to the
left by a factor of 4 (the scale factor). The contrast
thresholds at 2 1 deg are higher than at 0 and 6 deg.
This means that the scaling factor for 2 I deg was not
correct (the 8 x 8 deg stimulus is too small at 2 I deg).
We corrected for this by presenting the 8 x Sdeg
stimulus at an eccentricity of 18 instead of 21 deg.
Figure I(b) shows results for stationary gratings
(eccentricities 0.6, 18 and 30 deg, stimulus sizes I x I,
4 x 4, S x 8 and Ifi x 16deg?; viewing distance 3.43,
3.43, L.71 and 0.86 m). With these combinations
of
stimulus size and eccentricity we find comparable
contrast sensitivity curves at all eccentricities. Therefore these combinations were used in Experiment 1.
These results confirm the findings of Koenderink et
ul. (1978a,b) and Rovamo and Virsu (1979). The pilot
experin~ent shows that the same scaling factors apply
to both stationary gratings and flickering gratings
(for both detection criteria). The curves for pattern
detectian in a flickering grating and for detection in
a stationary grating are almost identicat. We decided
to perform Experiments i and 2 with stationary
gratings, because the scaling rule works weft for these
and because the subjects felt that in the modulation
threshold experiments the presence of flicker only
made more difficult the (spatial) judgement required.
Figure 2 shows that the scaling factors (stimulus
sizes) determined in the pilot experiment are in
accordance with previous estimates of the cortical
n~agnificat~on factor. The figure shows the dependence on eccentricity of the cortical magnification
factor M [according to the equation of Rovamo and
Virsu (1979) for the nasal visual field: dashed linef
and the stimulus sizes used in Experiment 1(squares).
The figure further shows how (grating) acuity (so&d
circles) and optimum spatial frequency (the spatial
frequency for which the contrast threshold is lowest;
open symbols) vary with eccentricity. The fact that
the curves can be made to coincide by choosing the
vertical axes suitably illustrates that there is direct
proportionality
between all the quantities plotted.

In this experiment we measured AM and FM
thresholds for vertical gratings for eccentricities of 0,
6, 18 and 30 deg along the horizontal meridian in the

Fig. 2. Solid circles: the inverse of grating acuitv as a
function of the eccentricity of the part of the &mulus
nearest to the fovea. [Determined by extrapolation to
c = 1007; of the high-frequency branch of contrast threshold curves like those of Fig. t(b)). Subject J.J. Dashed curve:
the inverse of the cortical magnification factor [according to
the equation of Rovamo and Virsu (1979) for the nasal
visual field] as a function of eccentricity. Squares: the size
(width and height) of the stimuli we used in experiment I its
a function of the eccentricity of their centres. Open symbofs:
the inverse of the optimum spatial frequency (the spatial
frequency for which the threshold contrast is lowest). Thcsc
optimum frequencies were determined from Fig. I(b) for
L.K. and from a similar figure for J.J. Triangles: subject
L.K. circles: subject 1-J.

temporal retina (nasal visuaf field). For each eccentricity the stimulus size was chosen such that contrast
thresholds for different eccentricities would be comparable. The pilot experiment showed that the stimufus sizes needed were t x I, 4 x 4, X x 8 and
16 x 16deg”. The carrier spatial frequencies for the
four eccentricities were 8, 2, I and 0.5 c’deg respectively. Thus, the gratings used in Experiment I all
contained 8 cycles of the carrier grating. At each
eccentricity modulation frequencies were used that
were 0.125, 0.25, 0.35, 0.5. 0.65 and 0.8 times the
carrier frequency.

Both contrast thresholds and modulation threshodds were measured as a function of stimulus size at
eccentricities of 12 and I8 deg on the horizontat
meridian of the temparaf retina. To ensure that the
stimuli were presented in an approximately homogeneous part of the retina we used vertical strips of
horizontal grating having widths of 2 and 4deg at
eccentricities of 12 and 18 deg respectively. [A similar
stimulus con~guration was used by Robson and
Graham (1981) for measuring peripheral spatial summation in a threshold contrast task.] The height of
the grating (and thus the number of grating cycles
contained in it) was varied. Heights up to 16 deg were
used. In Experiment 2 the viewing distance was
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always 0.86m. This experiment was performed ont)
by L.K. FIM thresholds were measured only at 18 dep
eccentricity.
RESULTS
The results of Experiment i are shown in Figs. 3
and 4. Figure 3(a) shows. for four eccentricities, AMand F~-thresholds
as a function of the modulation
frequencyf> (the spatial frquency of the modulation
signal). With each carrier grating, fm was varied in
such a way that the number of cycles of _f, varied
from 1 (leftmost point on each of the curves) to 6.4.
(The number of fyctes of the carrier frequencyA was
always 8.1 Figure 3(a) shows that, as expected, AM(or FM-) curves for different eccentricities are shifted
with respect to each otheralong the frequency axis (in
accordance with the different scale factors). However,
there is also a marked shift in the vertical direction:
AM and FM thresholds increase with eccentricity.
One might suggest that the small eye movements that
occur even under fixation are relatively more important for small stimuli than for larger ones and
thus lower the thresholds for the smaller stimuli at

(a)

Fig. 4, Repiot of some of the results f’rom Fig. 3(a). AM(solid symbols) and FM- (oQ@l symbvisf thresholds are
plotted directly as a function of eccentricity.In each panel
the number of modulation cycles is fixed. This means that
all points on a single curve are results for the same stimulus
(cont~injng 8 carrier cycles and n, m~d~~atian c&z.),
which was scated according to the eccentricity at which it
was presented.

lower eccentricity. Figure 3(b) howevrr shows that
this is not the case. Were AM and FM thresholds are
shown for the same stimuli viewed centrally. Thresholds for large stimuli are not higher than those for
small ones. In Fig. 4 some of the resuits from Fig. 3(a)
are replotted to show mote ctearly how AM and FM
thresholds depend on eccentricity.

The results of Experiment 2 are given in Figs. 5 and
6. Figure 5 shows the dependence of contrast thresholds on the height of the (horizontal) grating (and

I
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Thresholds for amplitude modulation (solid
syhdsj and frequency rn~u~atjon (open symbols) as a
function of modulation freauency. All stimuli contain& 8
&&s~& the carrier spatial freq&ncy _I;.,and were scaled
with eccentricity according ta the corttcai m;tf;flificati&n
factor. Subject L.K. Circles: eccentricity Ddeg~stimulus size
I x 1deg’, /;=i.
8 cjdeg. Triangles. etc. 6 deg. s;ze 4 x 4 deg’-,
$.=;e.=t~zieg.Squares etc. 18deg, size 8 x 8 deg ,A. 5 I c/d?
trtangles:
ece 30deg,
size
16 x Itideg-,
f, = 0.5 c/deg. (b) Same stimuli as in Fig. 3(a), except that
aii were viewed centratiy (using an art&&l pupit tiith
2.8 mm diameter). Subject J.J.
Fig.

3. fgf

Fig. 5. Dependence of contrast thresholds on rhe heig& of
the Qtorizontal) grating. Circles: etc. 18 deg, f, = 4 c/de%,
stimulus width flength of the bars} 4,deg. ‘Ti’iangh?s-etc.
IZdeg, A, = 4c/deg, width 2 deg. Sq~res: etc. “8 deg.
f;. = 2 c/deg, width 4 deg. Tkc curves marked with tetangles
and squares have been shifted downwards by factors OF2
and 4 respectively. The dashed lines denote a slope of
- ~13.5{see text for explanations. For some of thz data
points the number ofgfAng
C&S is indictierf
by B rmniwr
close to the symbol. Subject I..K,
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curves in Fig. 6 are very similar
contrast threshold curves in Fig.
best fitting straight lines through
range from - 1’5.4 to - l/2.9,
- l/4.1.

to the slopes
j. The siope
the curves in
the average

of the
of the
Fig. 6
being

DISCUSSION
The stimuli used in Experiment I were scaled for
according
to the cortical
each eccentricity
magnification factor (Fig. 2). This ensures that the
number of stimulated ganglion cells, and the stimulated area of cortex, are about the same for all
eccentricities. The scaling that was applied to the
stimuli made the contrast sensitivity functions for

Fig. 6. (a) Dependence of AM-thresholds on the height (and
the number of cycles) of the (horizontal) grating at an
eccentricity of I2 deg. Carrier frequency/, = 4 c/deg; modulation frequencies as indicated in the figure. Stimulus width
was 2 deg. Subject L.K. The curve for f, = 0.5 c/deg is
plotted in its correct position. The others are shifted downwards progressively by factors of two.

Number

of

torr,er CyCfeS

‘O0T
Fig. 6. (b) Dependence of FM-thresholds on &heheight (and
the number of cycles) of the (horizontal) grating at an
eccentricity of I8 deg. Carrier frequencyf, = 2 c/deg; modulation frequencies as indicated in the figure. Stimulus width
was 4 deg. Subject L.K. The curve for lm = 0.25 c/deg is
plotted in its correct position. The others are shifted downwards progressively by fktors of two.

thus on the number of cycles of the grating). Note
that the curves marked with triangles and squares
have been shifted downwards by factors of 2 and 4
respectively. The dashed lines indicate a slope of
- lj3.5, corresponding to the probability summation
exponent of 3.5 which Robson and Graham (1981)
used to fit their results from similar experiments. Our
results are in good agreement with those of Robson
and Graham. Like them we find that the decrease of
thresholds with increasing number ofcycles continues
over the full range of stimulus sizes (i.e. up to 64
cycles). Figure 6 shows the dependence of AM and
FM thresholds on the height (and on the number of
cycles) of the grating. (Note that most of the curves
have been vertically displaced for clarity; see figure
captions.) Again, thresholds continue to decrease up
to the largest stimulus (64 cycles). The slopes of the

different eccentricities absolutely comparable, both in
shape and absolute height [Fig. I(b)]. Despite this

careful scaling procedure, the detectability of AM
and FM is very much worse peripherally than it is
centrally (Figs 3, 4). Apparently, although the peripheral visual system performs as well as the fovea
in detecting contrast, it is much less able to use the
information presented in a suprathreshold grating for
comparing contrast or spatial frequency across retinal positions.
However, this result should be taken with some
reserve. Stimulus presentation time is an important
parameter in these experiments. We are currently
examining the effect of presentation time on peripheral and fovea1 modulation thresholds. Preliminary
observations with short presentation times (less than
1 see) suggest that. in this case peripheral and fovea1
modulation thresholds for scaled stimuli are much
more similar than with the long presentation times
used here. If these preliminary results would prove to
be correct this would imply that after prolonged
viewing some adaptation to the modulation occurs,
which is stronger or faster for more peripheral locations in the visual field. Therefore the results
presented here should be taken to apply to the case
of long presentation times only.
The fact that similar contrast thresholds are found
with scaled stimuli at different eccentricities suggests
that a constant amount of spatial information necessary for contrast detection is transmitted and processed by the stimulated parts of the visual system. In
contrast detection the relevant spatial information is
information about the presence of spatial contrast. In
modulation detection, however, the relevant spatial
information is quantitative information about the
inrensily of the Contras{ (AM) or about the spatial
swucture (FM). These considerations lead us to the
following conclusion: Information concerning the
presence of spatial contrast is processed just as
efficiently peripherally as it is foveally, information
about either the local quality of the spatial structure
(intensity of contrast; bar width~spatial frequency) or
the local sign (position; phase), or both, is processed
less efficiently (or, at least, is partially lost after
prolonged viewing). Most of the experiments mentioned in the introduction in which peripheral vision

is as good as fovea1 vision with appropriate

scaling do

depend critically on accurate encoding of suprathreshold spatial information. but instead involve
brightness or colour djscrimiRation (see West~gi~er.
1981. on this issue). LVhen the task is pureI)- spatial
however (h~~~racuit~ tasks, phase discriminatioR~
A~~-AIM-detections
the scafing principle breaks
down. ft should be noted that this conclusion was
reached by Westheimer I 1982) for hyperacuity and by
Stephenson and Braddick (1982) for phase discrimination OR the basis of results obtained with short
presentation times.
The refative inability of the peripheral visual system to use supratheshold spatial information is very
reminiscent of the situation round for fovea1 vision
for some amblyopes. who exhibit a normat contrast
sensitivity function. yet have seriousty impaired suprathreshold vision (Hess, 1979, 1982). There is also
some evidence that vernier acuity is worse than in
normal fovea1 vision for both peripheral vision
(Westheimer, 1982) and some instances of ambiyopic
vision (Levi and Klein, 1982). Further, phase discrimination is found to be relatively poor for both peripherat vision in normals (Stephenson and Braddick
1982) and for ambiyopes (Pass and Levi, 1982.
Lawden, 1982; Lawden ei NI.. 1982). These observations suggest that peripheral vision in normal eyes
may be similar (at least in some respects) to fovea\
vision in certain amblyopic eyes. Hess (1982) discusses a possible relation between peripheral and
amblyopic vision.
The results shown in Fig. 5 indicate that contrast
thresholds in the periphery continue to decrease with
increasing number of grating cycles up to as much as
64 cycles. Robson and Graham (1981) obtained the
same result. They were able to show that their results
for both fovea and periphery could be expcplainedby
probability summation over the full spatial extent of
the stimulus, with a probability summation exponent
of 3.5. According to them, the fact that in central
vision contrast thresholds hardly decrease with increase in the number of eyctes beyond about IO cycles
is a consequence of the decrease of cuntrast sensitivity
towards the periphery. Our results confirm their
conclusion.
The very good agreement between the slope of our
summation results (slope in Fig. 5) and those of
Robson and Graham is remarkable, since Robson
and Graham used an a~ferage-~urn~~ance surround,
whereas we used a dark surround. For foveal vision
it is known that when the surround is dark, contrast
thresholds depend more strongly on stimulus width
and height than when the surround is matched to the
stimulus (Howell and Hess, t978; McCann and Hall,
1980).
AM- and EM-thresholds [Figs. 6(a) and (b)] show
the same dependence on stimulus size as contrast
threshofds (Fig. 5): they continue to decrease up fo
the largest sizes used [64 cycles in Fig. 6(a); 32 cycles
in Fig. 6(b)]. Also, their rate of decrease is approxinot

mately the same as for contrast threshoids (slopes are
about - I ?.I in Fig. 6 and - I 3.5 in F‘ig. 5). This
means that the threshold decrease for both contrast
thresholds and modulatjo~ thresholds ma>. be modelled as probability summation H.ith dn exponent of
about 1.
In earher experiments (Jamar and Kosndrnnk.
1983) we have found that’in sentrai vismn modulation thresholds decrease only for sizes corresponding to up to about I6 cycles. Since the situation is
analogous to the situation For contras: thresholds, an
expianatjon anafogous to that of R&son and Gmham may apply: the peripheral AM- and FX- results
show that the visual system is able to use simultaneously (“sum”) suprathreshold spatial information
from a retinal area of at least 64 cycles. In central
vision, only contrast detecting units within an area
about 16 cycles wide around the fovea can contribute
significantly to the sLImmati~n mechanism because of
the lower sensitivity of &onFrast detecting units outside the fovea.
advicr?. The Nctherfands OrganiraGon for the
advancement of Pure Research fZ.W.o,t prtrvickd fruan&at
linguistic

support for part of this investigation.
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